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Our work
Transport for All (TfA) is the only disabled-led group striving to increase
access to transport and streetspace across the UK. We are a panimpairment organisation, guided by the passionate belief that all
disabled and older people have the right to travel with freedom and
independence.

We champion change for disabled and older people across the
country, seeking to:
Inform, educate and challenge transport networks and decision makers
to meet the needs of disabled and older people and remove inherent
disabling barriers.
Campaign for the transport sector and local streets to become more and
more accessible and fully usable for all.
Educate, support and empower our members, and all disabled and older
people, to understand and challenge their legal rights when access is
denied.
Build a connected community of disabled and older people, and their
allies, facilitating a strong, collaborative movement making change for all.

Our work achieves these aims through four key strands:

Transport for All
Registered and principal office:
336 Brixton Road, London, SW9 7AA

Information and Advice Line - providing advice, support and education for
over 250 disabled and older people a month.
Training and Consultancy - designed to develop long-term behavioural
and system change through disabled-led paid consultancy.

Telephone: 0207 737 2339
Email: contactus@transportforall.org.uk
Website: www.transportforall.org.uk

Research and Campaigns - that promote and uphold Transport for All as
the leading voice on transport, challenging both societal and structural
barriers through evidence based policy campaigns and strategic
stakeholder relationships.

Registered charity number: 1063733
Company No. 3337948
VAT No. 796213310

Community and Membership - supports our grassroots movement of 500+
members and 22,000 active social media followers.
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A letter to our members
from Transport for All’s
Co-Chairs

During the past year we were also glad to

gaps in transport and travel options that

be able to support individual members of

disabled and older people face.

Dear friends,
The direct and indirect impact of the pandemic during 2020 and 2021
has been, and continues to be, devastating for many disabled and older
people – our lives have changed in numerous and significant ways.
Looking back

via email or text to let us know you were

At the start of the pandemic, disabled and

still championing our work. We also want to

older people’s ability to travel freely and

recognise our staff team who pulled together,

independently was immediately impacted –

working flexibly and reactively during

whether through Government restrictions,

changing and unpredictable circumstances.

the shielding programme, choices that we

Thank you all.

made as individuals to keep ourselves safe, or
via the real and swift reductions to accessible

Adapting to challenges

transport options.

We are proud that we’ve offered new and
innovative ways of keeping connected this

Our opportunities to meet with and support

year. Our TravelTalks events will be a legacy

one another were fewer during this year.

of how we adapted during the pandemic and

Many of our services quickly pivoted to

these will continue into future years. We also

online but we know that meeting face to

launched our new website, the first redesign

face provides vital connection, and this has

we’ve had since 2008, with greatly improved

been greatly missed. We are committed to

accessibility features and dynamic content

working harder to ensure our conversations

for mobile.

with members and our community are truly
accessible and two-way, with everyone

We kept up our campaigning on the issues

having a chance to hear from the charity and

that matter to our members: our Pave The

to be heard.

Way report into changes to streetspace
continues to impact on the decisions that

As Co-Chairs we are grateful to everyone who

Local Authorities are taking across the UK.

has supported the charity this year – whether

This shows the strength and reach that our

financially or through sharing our messages

voices have when we raise them together

on social media. Thank you to everyone

around a new and important issue, in an

who took the time to get in touch with us

evidence-driven way.

the charity in their own campaigns, many
of which led to important and impactful

As an organisation, Transport for All will need

changes to services and policies. You can

to continue to grow and adapt to deliver

read some of these stories in this report, but

our aims. We will step up our growth into

we know there are many more individuals

all regions of the UK, to ensure that we are

who are speaking up and driving change

working with and championing the needs

across the UK. In the coming year we are

of disabled and older people wherever

committed to exploring how Transport for All

they live. And we will make our services

can support more people in this way, in more

more accessible to all – we have already

regions and across all transport modes.

removed our membership fee and we want
more people, whatever their impairment
or experiences of transport, to join us

Moving forward

as a member to further strengthen our

In 2021-22 we will reflect on the challenges

movement.

and difficulties that the last year brought, but
we will also look forward. We want to ensure

We look forward to sharing more plans, and

that the ‘new normal’ is designed and built in

reflecting on our previous year, with many

a fully accessible and inclusive way, and that

of you at our BGM in 2022. Look out for more

any future changes don’t increase the current

details on this in a newsletter soon.

For now, thank you again to all our members, partners and supporters for all
you do to make Transport for All such a vibrant and positive community. We are
stronger together.
Yours faithfully,

Alan Benson and Bhavini Makwana
Co-Chairs
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Highlights
from our year
A timeline of 2020 - 2021

Freedom Pass
changes

Social distancing and
Turn Up And Go

May: Following a settlement between
Transport for London and the Department for
Transport we are concerned that, along with
the Older People’s Freedom Pass, the terms of
the Disabled People’s Freedom Pass would be
changed. We raise our concerns, and those of
our members, with Transport for London and
are delighted when it is confirmed that the
Disabled People’s Freedom Pass will remain
on the same terms. We continue our support
for Age UK London as they fight for the
reversal of the Older People’s Freedom Pass
changes.

May: We receive reports from our members
being refused assistance onto trains due to
the social distancing restrictions. We team
up with London Vision to ask Transport for
London for clarification on the Turn up and
Go options for Disabled passengers. We’re
successful in securing a commitment from
Transport for London to communicate
information on their policies clearly on their
website and in internal communications to
frontline staff.

COVID response
March 2020: The COVID-19 pandemic hits
and many of our members (and millions of
disabled people across the UK) are asked to
‘shield’ while many more have their usual
travel patterns disrupted. We call on the
transport sector to protect disabled peoples‘
rights during the crisis. We publish our
manifesto for the COVID-19 response, which
includes suggestions such as repurposing the
Dial A Ride scheme for grocery and pharmacy
deliveries, extending the TaxiCard scheme to
cover hospital visits, calling on Private Hire
Vehicle providers to offer discounted travel for
disabled people and carers, and making 60+
Oystercard valid for 24 hours to support key
workers returning to work.

Partnership with
London TravelWatch
April: We begin working in partnership with
London TravelWatch as their accessibility
partner, bringing our expertise and insight
into accessibility into the wide-reaching and
high-profile work they do.

Face coverings

Bishopsgate changes

June: Our Co-Chair Alan Benson speaks out
to explain why we need to see strong and
clear communications around exemptions
for the Face Covering regulations to foster
‘understanding and acceptance’. His video
gets 20,000 views on Twitter.

July: We raise concerns over the Bishopsgate
bus corridor changes in City of London, and
seek urgent clarification from Transport for
London as to the exemptions. “It’s vital that
disabled people are not left out of plans for
London’s recovery.”

9
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Private Hire Vehicles
backseat only
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TravelTalks

Venues reopen

Pavement parking

July: We hold our first ever online TravelTalks
event, gathering together 40 disabled
people to discuss concerns with changes to
streetspace. We publish a report with the
highlights.

August: We join forces with 11 accessibility
organisations to form the ‘Audience Access
Alliance’, working to support Government
guidance and the entertainment/arts sectors
to ensure disabled audiences are central to
recovery plans.

October: To coincide with the Government
opening a public consultation on the
pavement parking law, our Co-Chair Alan
Benson films a piece for Channel 5 News
showing the impact it has on wheelchair
users. We call on our members to respond to
the consultation, and our coverage generates
a large amount of engagement on social
media, with the video receiving 60,000 views.
“It’s very hard to describe just how annoying
and demoralising it can be.”

Pave The Way

Website accessibility

EQIAs

January 2021: We publish our Pave The
Way report, the only independent and indepth piece of research into the impact of
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods on disabled
people, after six months of research involving
interviews with 84 participants.

February: While overhauling the ‘travel
information pages’ section of our website, we
conduct an audit into the state of accessibility
of information, and call on our members to
submit good and bad examples of transport
websites.

February: We publish our ‘EQIA
in Action’, our manifesto for
a new model of engagement
with disabled people.

July: Following reports that some Uber drivers
are not allowing passengers to sit in the
front seat of the car due to social distancing,
we collect testimonies from our members
detailing the negative impact of this policy.
“I’m a full-time wheelchair user with Muscular
Dystrophy. I can’t transfer into the back seat
of a standard car. The front seat usually has a
wider opening door and is easier to transfer.
Not being able to use the front seat would
mean I can’t get taxis.”

11

Tactile
paving
February: We support RNIB’s
call for full tactile paving to
be installed at platform edges
across the rail network.

Step Free delays
March: The Mayor had previously
promised 12 stations would be
made ‘step-free’ by Spring 2020.
A year past the deadline, and only
3 are complete. BBC Politics films
a piece following our trustee Jeff
Harvey on a Tube journey.

12
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Review of 2020/21

Impact of COVID-19
We quickly understood that the COVID-19
pandemic would have a significant impact
on our members and on disabled and
older people nationwide. We published our
Coronavirus Statement soon after the first
lockdown of 2020 began:

These are unprecedented times that have changed the nature and
landscape of transport and travel for disabled and older people. At
Transport for All we are echoing the message that all but essential
travel should be avoided. Where travel is essential, we are working
with operators to ensure that services and assistance are provided
appropriately.
It is essential that vital services such as Turn Up And Go and
Passenger Assist are protected and that disabled and older
passengers are not forgotten about, left behind or further
marginalised by social distancing efforts. We urge operators to
remember that key workers can be disabled, and that disabled people
still need access to essential travel.
We encourage operators to redeploy resources and staff to support
our members and those who are likely to be more isolated, and for
longer, than the wider public.
There will be much work to do in the coming months and years,
fighting to ensure the rights of disabled and older people are not
disregarded when society starts to rebuild. We will soon be needed
more than ever and your support is vital.

Transport For All’s COVID-19 statement, March 2020

Transport for All Impact Report 2020/21
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How we
responded
But we didn’t simply observe the pandemic
from a distance. We felt the impact of
COVID-19 on us as Transport for All, both as
disabled people in our staff team and Board,
and as an organisation. Like many DPOs
across the sector, 2020-21 was a journey with
its ups and downs - and one where we had to
adapt quickly to changing circumstances.
In spring 2020 we took the difficult decision to
put some of our staff team onto furlough, doing
our utmost to retain our staff members. We faced
financial challenges that we are still recovering from,
although in 2021 we are working hard to rebuild our
finances. We scaled back our services, pausing our
helpline and stopping our onsite advice surgeries. But
we kept listening to our community and members
and finding new ways for people to share their views
– and when we heard that members were facing new
challenges because of the impact of COVID-19 on
their experiences of transport and streets, we were
ready to respond. This led to our ground-breaking
Pave The Way report of January 2021, which was soon
followed by the reopening of our helpline and a step
up in our consultancy service.

15
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At the start of the 20/21 financial
year we committed to:

1.

2.

3.

Support the

Plan for the

transport sector with
expert guidance on
disabled people’s
needs

changing transport
needs of disabled
people post-COVID-19

Keep a watchful
eye on transport
initiatives and
emergency measures
and their potential
impact

This report tells the story of how Transport for All’s
staff, Board and members came together to deliver
on this commitment.

4.

Advise individuals
on their rights and
accessible travel
options

5.

Encourage our
members to keep in
contact to support
wellbeing and digital
connectivity

17
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Commitment 1: Supporting the transport sector with
expert guidance on disabled people’s needs

Access Partner
consultancy
In 2020/21 we officially launched our
Access Partner consultancy model, with an
ambition to change the culture of transport
and street design for the long term. The
programme provides paid work for disabled
people, developing individuals as agents of
social change in the transport sector. It also
challenges the sector status quo, and seeks
to bring about long-term cultural change
by modelling a progressive and proactive
approach to consultation and engagement.
We work with clients including Local Authorities,
train and bus operating companies, and micromobility (e-bike and e-scooter) companies. All income
generated from this work is invested in our charitable
activities.

Our Access Partner services include:
Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) guidance
and training
Disability Equality Training (DET) – online and
in-person
Research, including focus groups and user
testing
Communications and content production
Ad hoc advice and guidance.

Transport for All Impact Report 2020/21
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Working in
partnership with the
Department for Transport
Disabled and older passengers
faced increasing barriers to travel
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
As part of our response, we
worked with the Department
for Transport, Deaf, disabled and
older people’s organisations and
charities, and transport operators,
to develop new guidance for
frontline transport staff.

The two guidance documents set out
quick and simple ways for frontline
rail and bus staff to better meet the
needs of Deaf, disabled and older
passengers as they returned to
transport networks. The documents
were created between January and
March 2021.

TravelTalks: streetspace
Our TravelTalks online event
asked disabled people to share
their experiences of COVID-19
related streetscape changes, and
the impact these changes had
on their ability to navigate and
move around their cities and local
areas. The session saw the sharing
of opinions and concerns from a
diverse range of disabled people
across the UK.
Common to all types of impairment
were difficulties in traversing the
pavement; street clutter, uneven
surfaces, no dropped kerbs, lack of
tactile paving, and confusing layouts

all pose physical and mental barriers.
Participants reported experiences of
injury, distress, and being unable to
access their local area.
81% of disabled people polled felt
concerned that the streetscapes of
the ‘new normal’ will be inaccessible
to them.
Following the event, we wrote a
summary report of the key concerns,
together with our suggested
solutions and put them to the
transport sector, as well as publishing
them online.

81%

Disabled people polled felt concerned that the
‘new normal’ would be inaccessible

21
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Commitment 2:
Planning for the changing transport
needs of disabled people

New website
With the aim to modernise our online
presence and to build a new home for
our upcoming Pave The Way report,
Transport for All launched a brand new
website in January 2021. The new website
ensures that all necessary information
about our work is available online at any
time.
We worked closely with the website
developers, making sure that our old
content was archived and transferred to
our new website. With accessibility being
key, our team tried and tested various
layouts and colour schemes to create a
website that meets all WCAG standards.
The website is still undergoing usertesting, but it is a vast improvement to
our previous one.

Transport for All Impact Report 2020/21
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A data-driven
organisation
A key focus for the staff team
during 2020/21 has been
conducting a complete overhaul
of IT systems for communication
and data capturing, which
are central to our day-to-day
operations. We needed to build
systems and infrastructure that
aligned with our vision to be a
data-driven organisation. One key
enabler to this was moving to a
new CRM system.
We implemented a brand new, central
CRM system “Nutshell”, to meet the
organisation’s data related needs.

Commitment 3: Keeping a watchful eye
on transport initiatives and emergency
measures and their potential impact
We improved our GDPR policy for
e-mail enquiries, implemented new
webforms for improved data capturing
on our website, and diversified our
data capturing categories.
We are now able to get to know our
members and supporters much better
and produce ever more accurate and
insightful statistics from our helpline.
Transport for All is now in a position
to produce rich data insights based
on the trends from the enquiries
we receive, visualise the data for
monitoring purposes and use this data
to inform our campaigns work.

Communicating
in the cloud
In 2020/21 we moved our phone
line to a fully cloud-based
software, which was a huge
project and upgrade from our old
office-based systems.
Our new phone system works from
anywhere, so staff are able to work
flexibly from home and office. We

are now able to record phone calls
with callers’ consent and we have
set up an automated receptionist
system, which further improves our
GPDR compliance and informs our
Information and Advice clients about
our current policies.

Pave
The
Way

Our report into the
impact of Low Traffic
Neighbourhoods on
disabled people, and the
future of Active Travel.
January 2021

25
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Pave The Way

Most importantly we wanted
tangible changes because of our
work: to see a shift in how disabled
people are engaged with.

How it started

We wanted to see Local Authorities and

We spoke on BBC Radio and gave interviews

transport providers move away from passive,

on popular active travel themed podcasts

reductive ‘disability forums’, and commit to

with large listenership – including Streets

a co-production model that sees disabled

Ahead. Even BBC broadcaster Jeremy Vine

experts hired as co-designers of schemes

retweeted the report. For the first time,

from the offset.

disabled people’s voices in all their diversity

When the COVID-19 pandemic hit and the country was given a stay-athome order, the entirety of the United Kingdom’s transport system, our
streets, and the behaviours that influence how we move through our
lives were thrown into disarray.
As individual journeys adapted in response,

rights of disabled people in the pandemic

the idea of Active Travel (walking and

and beyond.

cycling), and initiatives which promote it,
gained more traction. Across the UK we saw

The interviews were compelling,

pop-up cycle lanes installed, pavements

enlightening, and at times emotion filled.

widened, and pedestrian only school streets

Participants shared their concerns not

implemented. One of the most prominent –

only with the LTNs, but with the context

and controversial – measures implemented

that the LTNs sit within: difficult personal

were Low Traffic Neighbourhoods (LTNs). By

circumstances in the time of a global

October 2020, there were around 30 km2 of

pandemic, wide societal and structural

new LTNs across 21 boroughs in London.

barriers to Active Travel, negative attitudes
and stigmatisation of disability, and an

Many of these schemes were being rolled

increasingly hostile and inaccessible

out at pace, and we were concerned that

transport system.

the consultation and engagement processes
that we would usually expect to see were not
being done. After being contacted via our

There were write ups of the findings in
the Sunday Telegraph, the Times, and the
Guardian, with additional reporting in the
Disability News Service and Transport Xtra.

and nuance were being heard by those who
The public launch of our report on the 22nd

had been speaking about, and for, them on

of January was very successful, with huge

this important issue.

public engagement across social media
channels. To date, over 7,200 people have

Policy makers right at the top of decision

viewed the report on our website. We

making present the most opportunity for

received over 4,500 engagements with our

influence and change, so we were delighted

tweet on Twitter, and garnered high praise

to see our research discussed at both

from a huge number of accounts including

local and national government levels. In

politicians, campaigners, experts and

Parliament, the report was mentioned in the

individuals.

House of Lords select committee on sport
and recreation. We also had meetings with

We welcomed the feedback on the quality

MPs and Peers including Siobhain McDonagh

of our research. Fare City, the think-tank

MP, Lord Chris Holmes, and the Shadow

promoting accessible and sustainable

Secretary of State for Women and Equalities

transport, tweeted “our take is that

Marsha de Cordova.

the research itself is outstanding; from

Impact

Access, Rights, Advice scheme by multiple
members across London, we decided to

We had several goals when we embarked

undertake research.

on this campaign. We wanted to disrupt
the narrative – in public minds and in the

What we did

Our report garnered national press coverage.

media – of disabled people being spoken for
rather than to. We wanted to build public
awareness around the barriers disabled

Our report, released in January, was the

people face to Active Travel. We also wanted

product of six months of in-depth research

to show the diversity of opinion within

into the impacts of LTNs on disabled people.

the disabled community, putting an end
to the practice of disabled people being

The report presents our findings from

homogenised and used for political gain. We

the qualitative interviews we conducted

wanted to influence the sector in meaningful,

with 84 disabled participants from across

lasting, and strategic ways; shaping policy,

the impairment groups, and sets out the

creating attitudinal change, and engineering

landscape of street design, transport, and the

organisational culture shifts.

transparency of methodology to its pan-

The London Assembly is perhaps where we

organisational perspective & use of first-hand

had the most influence. We had productive

accounts.” Another individual wrote that our

meetings with Assembly Members across

report “cuts through all the posturing and

the political spectrum, including Andrew

gets to the heart of the issues for disabled

Boff from the Conservatives and Caroline

people and LTNs”.

Russell from the Greens. The report was
discussed explicitly in multiple London

Politicians took notice and pledged to act.

Assembly meetings: during a London

One local Councillor said “I urge everyone on

Assembly Transport Committee meeting on

both sides to read it and take in its lessons”,

11th February Caroline Russell put a direct

while another councillor in Enfield promised

question to Transport for London asking for

“I have asked Enfield Council to review the

their response to the report findings, and

recommendations and report.” London

later in the month both Caroline Russell and

Assembly members took action too, with

Caroline Pigeon put questions to Mayor Sadiq

Andrew Boff stating “I’ll be asking Mayor of

Khan asking for his response to Pave The Way

London what actions he will be taking in light

during the Mayoral Question Time on 25th

of this report.”

February.
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EQIAs in Action
Our Pave The Way report identified fundamental
problems with the ways decisions are made and
communicated to the local residents they affect.
Three in four of our participants expressed frustration
at the way Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and other
streetspace schemes had been communicated to
them. An issue that came up time and again in our
interviews was the lack of consultation: disabled
residents felt that they had no say in the changes
being made.
We followed our Pave The Way report with our Manifesto
for a new model of engagement – which set out our vision
of co-production which would see disabled experts hired
to co-design and deliver schemes rather than passively
‘engaged’ after plans were already in place.

Transport for All Impact Report 2020/21

We pushed this model heavily, meeting
with senior staff at Transport for
London, lobbying the Deputy Mayor
for Transport and the Walking and
Cycling Commissioner, and keeping
the pressure on in the Streetspace
Advisory Group.
As a direct result of our consistent
lobbying, combined with pressure
from the High Court ruling on the
Streetspace for London programme,
Transport for London issued an
updated version of their guidance for
Boroughs on Streetspace.
This is set out in their March 2021
document ‘Interim guidance for delivery
using temporary and experimental schemes‘,
which makes direct reference to our findings in
Pave The Way.

We wanted to see a complete overhaul of the engagement
and consultation model, and a ‘rebranding’ of EQIAs. Our
suggestion for an ‘EqIA in Action’ involves a process of:

Seeking out the viewpoints of disabled residents
using a range of accessible channels
Asking, listening, and understanding concerns
and ideas about the issues (this may involve guided
walks and focus groups)
Learning: a commitment to witnessing the lived
experience – walk on the streets or take a train with
your residents
Co-producing solutions with disabled people and
organisations with expertise
Paying disabled experts for this expertise

A good consultancy process should tell you things you don’t already know,
from the people you need to hear it from. It is not acceptable to bring people
on board at a late stage to confirm a decision that has already been made,
instead EQIAs must start out as a blank canvas – learning from the conversations with people with lived experience and adapting accordingly.
An EQIA is a chance to do better, to be innovative, to pave the way in designing and delivering world-class transport and journey initiatives that include
and improve for all.

Transport For All’s Manifesto for EQIAs, February 2021
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Supporting our members
with their own campaigns
In February 2021 we celebrated the
success of Transport for All member
Doug Paulley and fellow disability
campaigners who managed to secure
a commitment from Govia Thameslink
Railway (who manage Gatwick Express,
Great Northern, Southeastern, Southern
Rail and Thameslink) to keep its
wheelchair spaces free of obstructions.
Previous guidance from Govia said
that if a bike is placed in a designated
wheelchair space, “please move it if a
passenger using a wheelchair needs it”.
The new move went against company
policy, with their publication ‘Making
Rail Accessible’ saying that staff will
“make every effort to keep these
dedicated spaces clear and available for
wheelchair/powerchair users”.
In a statement, the Office of Rail and
Road said: “We have reminded [Govia
Thameslink Railway] of their duty to
ensure the wheelchair space is kept
free of obstructions on its services.
GTR has reaffirmed its commitment to
doing so.”
Govia also told the regulator that that
it will no longer state that cycles can
be stored in wheelchair spaces on its
website.

This was the first time any train operating company
allowed dedicated wheelchair spaces to be used for
bikes, and it has to be the last.
Doug Paulley, TfA Member
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Commitment 4: Advising individuals on their rights,
and accessible travel options

Information and
Advice scheme
temporary
closure
COVID-19 impacted on disabled people in
myriad ways. Many were advised to shield, and
the whole population entered into periods of
lockdown with Government guidance advising
everyone to stay at home. In spring 2020,
almost overnight, the numbers of people using
public transport vastly reduced.
In order to align with Government restrictions, we
took the difficult decision to pause the Information
and Advice scheme in April 2020. This was needed
to align with the advice to avoid traveling unless
absolutely essential. As the scheme deals with
transport-related enquiries, we did not feel it
was appropriate to advise on transport during an
extremely difficult time.
Despite being closed for helpline enquiries, the
Information and Advice team resumed working on
casework issues in summer 2020.

Transport for All Impact Report 2020/21
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Accessible travel
information online
Shortly after our website launch in January 2021, we published the Travel
Information section on our website. Closely tied to our Information and
Advice scheme, the Travel Information section is a one-stop shop for essential
information about accessible transport, concessionary travel, active travel and
Streetspace.
The team put an emphasis on the structure of the pages for ease of user
experience. Our Travel Information pages will expand in the future, but in
February 2021, we published all the information relating to London’s transport
system, as well as detailed information about national concessionary schemes,
information about Active Travel and some key information about national
transport systems. With a plethora of new content, our Travel Information
pages provide key signposting information for our members and visitors.

Casework highlight
We supported a chronically ill client with challenging a Blue Badge
appeal. Asma*, who we have supported before, approached us in
August 2020 after receiving a letter that asked her to re-submit
medical evidence for her Blue Badge renewal.
We had worked with Asma in August 2019 to help her get a Blue Badge,
but unfortunately this Blue Badge was issued for one year only. Alongside
other organisations, we helped Asma with two separate appeals: one for
challenging an unfair PIP benefit decision and the second for granting a
renewed Blue Badge for a period of three years.
It was extremely difficult to communicate with authorities due to pandemicrelated delays, but the Transport for All team secured Asma’s renewed Blue
Badge, which greatly improved her independence and freedom to travel
safely during the pandemic.

*Name changed for privacy reasons

This year our website received

300,000
page views

87%

views coming from
new visitors to the site
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Commitment 5: Encouraging our members to keep in
contact to support wellbeing and digital connectivity

Online events
With the UK in lockdown, we were unable to
hold our usual in-person forums and events.
We therefore found new digital ways to
connect with our members and ensure our
campaign and policy work was rooted in the
experiences of the community.
We launched ‘TravelTalks’, an online webinar
to bring our members together to discuss a
particular theme related to accessible journeys,
with an emphasis on the accessibility of the
event itself. To facilitate these forums, we hired
BSL interpreters and booked live captions.
Our inaugural TravelTalks webinar on 8th July
2020 welcomed over 40 disabled people from
across the UK, led by a diverse panel, to share
perspectives on the impact of COVID-19 related
streetscape.

I stick to places I know really well. Now
everything has changed - my mental maps of
the world aren’t of use anymore.
TravelTalks participant
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Our online community in numbers
Twitter

YouTube

Twitter impressions over the year:

Our content racked up

1,658,600
Topics with high engagement:
Our Pave The Way report

3,600 views
90 hours
of watch time across all videos

EQIAs and consultations
Pavement parking
Changes to streetspace
Face coverings and peer policing

Facebook
We added 56 new followers to our page,
taking the total number up to

6,039

Members newsletter
Over the year we sent

21
e-newsletters, to

400
members.
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Thank you
Despite the turbulence caused by the pandemic
we have continued to deliver our vital work. In the
2020-21 financial year we have:
Launched a pioneering new business model,
delivering a professionalisation and diversification
of how the transport sector engages with disabled
people
Radically revised our organisational infrastructure,
ensuring the charity is fit for the future and well
placed to increase our reach and impact as disabled
people return to transport networks
Undertaken the only independent, in-depth
research into how disabled people have been
impacted on rapid changes to streetspace – such as
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods
Amplified the voices of our members, challenging
systemic injustices and supporting member-led
campaigns.

We couldn’t do this work without the support of
our members, donors and partners.
We are grateful for the generous support of
everyone who has enabled us to continue our vital
work throughout a challenging year. Thank you to:
Our regular givers, who kindly donate every month
to Transport for All
Everyone who has donated both large and small
amounts this year
Our grant funders during 2020/21, including: Trust
for London, The Fore, National Lottery Community
Fund, London Community Response Fund.
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